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1. Introduction

In this note we study a firstorder system

L(XiD)=
JTAj{x)Dj

7=1

where A＼―I is the identity matrix of order m and Aj(x) are M(m,R)-valued

smooth functions, where M(m, R) denotes the set of all w x m real matrices. Let

L(x,£) be the symbol of L(x,D):

Our main concern is to study when we can symmetrize L(x, £)smoothly. We write

where (f>){x,£) stands for the (i,j)-th entry of L(x,£) which is a linear form in £.

Definition 1.1. Let us denote

d(L(x, ■))= dimspan{^j(x, ･)}.

We calld(L(x, ･)) the reduced dimension of L at x. This is equal to the dimension

of the linear subspace of M(m,R) spanned by A＼(x),A2(x),...,An(x).

Definition 1.2. We say that A e M(m,R) is real diagonalizableif A

diagonalizableand alleigenvalues of A are real.
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We remark that if L(x,£) is real diagonalizable for every £ then d(L(x, ･)) <

m(m+ l)/2. Now we have

Theorem 1.1. Assume that J(L(x0, ･)) ^ m(m+l)/2 if m = 2 or d(L(x0, ･)) >

m(m + l)/2 ―1 if m > 3 and L(x, £)is real diagonalizablefor every (x,£),x near

xq. Then L(x,£) is smoothly symmetrizable, that is there is a smooth S(x) defined

near xq such that

S(xylL(x^)S(x)

is symmetric.

Remark 1.1. Let n = 2 and assume that L(x, £)is "uniformly" diagonaliz-

able. If m = 2 and ^(x) is real analytic then L is strongly hyperbolic (see [5]).

On the other hand, if A2(x) depends only on x＼real analyticallythen it is proved

in [6] that L{x,£) is smoothly symmetrizable.

When m = 4 and d(L(xo, ･)) = m(m + 1) ―2, assuming that L(xo,£) is uni-

formly diagonalizable, the symmetrizability of L(xo, ･) is discussed in [9]. In

[1],[3],[4] the existence of smooth symmetrizer S(x,£),depending also on £is

studied under similar (but microlocalized) assumptions.

The proof of Theorem 1.1 consistsin two steps.In the firststep, we refer to

our previous resultsin [2],[8]. From the assumption it is clear that

rf(L(,,))>^il-l

near xq then by Theorem 3.4 in [2],for every jc near xq, there is a S(x) such

that S(x)~lL(x,£,)S(x)is symmetric for every <*.Since S(x) is free from mul-

tiplicationby non-zero factor, S(x) may be discontinuous. Let us set

H{x) = S(xYS(x)

which is of course positive definiteand satisfies

(1.1) L(x,Z)H(x)=H(xyL(x,Z).

In the second step we show that there is a scalar h(x), h(x) ^0 near xo such that

H(x) =
H(x)
h(x)

is smooth near xq and positivedefinite.Then taking S(x) as

Six) = (H(x))[/2
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S(x) is a desired smooth symmetrizer because H(x) verifies(1.1) and hence

S(x)-lL(x,Z)S{x) = S(x)'L(x^)S(xrl

which shows that S(x) symmetrizes L(x, £).

Remark 1.2. Let us take A＼ = /,A2,..., An real symmetric constant matrices

which span the space of real symmetric matrices, so that n = m(m + l)/2. Set

m =£ 4Zj

and take non singular smooth matrix N(x). Then

L(x,Z)=N{x)-lP(£)N{x)

verifiesthe assumptions in Theorem 1.1.By Theorem 1.1 there is a smooth S(x)

such that S(x)~lL(x,£)S(x) is symmetric. We show that this S(x) is not diagonal

if 'N(x)N(x) is not. This means that in Theorem 1.1 we could not choose a

diagonal symmetrizer in general (compare with Lemma 2.3 in [2]).Then itis easy

to see that

P(£)N(x)S(xyS{xYN{x) = N(x)S{x)'S{x)!N{x)P(Q.

A matrix which commutes with allreal symmetric matrices is a scalar matrix and

hence

N(x)S{x)'S(xyN{x) = c(x)I

with some scalar c(x). Thus we can "recover" 'N(x)N(x) as

tN(x)N{x) = c{x)[S(xyS(x)}~1.

In particular, S(x) is not diagonal if tN(x)N(x) is not as claimed above.

2. Preliminaries

We firstnote that the diagonalizability of L(xq^) for every £implies that

span{^(x0, -)＼i>j} = span{^(x0, -)＼i< j)

which follows from Lemma 2.2 in [2].In particular we have

d(L(xo, ･)) = dimspan{^(x0, ･)Ii> j} = dim span {^j(x0, -)＼i< j}.

To prove Theorem 1.1, the point is the following two lemmas.
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Lemma 2.1. Let m>3. Assume that $(xo, ･), /e {2,... ,m} = Ai, <j>j(xo,■),

i > j are linearlyindependent and L(x,C) is real diagonalizable for every (x,£),x

near xq. Then there is a smooth S(x) defined near xq such that with

S(x)-lL(x,QS(x) = (#(*>£))

one can express (jfAx,^), 2 < p < q as

near xq

Proof. Take ＼l/k(£),＼<k<l so that $(x0,

≪A/t(')j1 < k < I to be a basis for the space of all

clear that (f>p+l{x,Q is written as

(2.1) #+l (*>') =

ieAi

), ieAi, ^{xq

linear forms in

/

･), / > j and

£,.Then it is

(*>･)+ E cpiu(xWx' ■)+ E^w^(-)
i>J k=＼

with smooth CpJ+lj(x),Dk(x). The same arguments proving Lemma 3.1 in [2]

applied with each fixedx, show that <j>px(x)―0 if

#(*,£) = tf±＼(x,Z), #(x,0 =

This implies that <ff+1(x,£)can be written as

<+l (*>') =

0 />/.

If p > 2, by the linearly independence of <f>'(xo,-)we conclude that

aP (x ＼_ fPP (r)(/hp(x
■)― (hp+l(x<Pp+＼＼X, ) ― ^p+＼p+i＼x)Wp＼xi ) rP+＼＼x

Now let us define the matrix

mc) = i + a(c)

where every entry of Qpq{c) is zero except for the (p,q)-th entry which is c

Considering

jwi-l / sim-＼m-＼ r ＼＼. . . Tl ( C11 ( y ＼~＼T ( v F＼TX ( C^ ( y＼＼･ . Tm~l ( rm~lm~l(y^
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which we denote by {<j>j(x,£)) pro visionary, it is easy to see that

span{^j(x, .)|/> j} = spanty!(x, ■)|i > j)

and

Hence one can write

#+1(*,0 = o if #(*,o = o, i>j.

#+i(*,0 =

We proceed by induction on /―/. Assume that

#(*,£) = 0 for i<j<i + r if #(*,£) = 0

Let q = p + r + 1. Note that one can write

(2.2) *?(*,･) E

l> J.

c;i(x)4}{x,-) +
/

£

k=l

AttoiMO

169

with smooth C^(x), D/((x).Applying again the same arguments as in the proof

of Lemma 3.1in [21,for each fixed x, we get

*J(x,O=0 if #(*,£) = *?(*,£) #(*,£) = 0, / > j

This proves that Dk (jc)= 0, 1 < k < I, C^ (x) = 0 unless i = p or i = q and

CfjP(x) = ―Cfjfj(x)in (2.2).Repeating the same arguments as before, one can rind

a smooth T(x) such that, with

we have

and

Note that with

T(x)-lL{x,Z)T(x) = {j;(x,Z))

span{$(x, ･)|/ > j} = span{#(x, -)＼i> j]

^J(*,0=0 if #(*,<*)=<>, i>j-

T(x)-l(mj)T(x) = {mj)
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0 for i < j < i + r if mj =0, i < j < i + r. This proves that

!/(*,£) = 0 for /</</■ + r + 1 if#(*,0 = o, i>j.

By induction we get the desired assertion. ■

Remark 2.1. In Lemma 2.1 if ^'(jc0,-),i =

linearlyindependent, one can find a smooth S(x)

lemma holds for any (/>%(x,£),1 < p < q.

l,...,m, ty(x0,-), i> j are

so that the assertion of the

We modify this lemma for later use. Let us denote

A = {l,2,...,m}, I = {(iJ) Ii >/,(/,/) #(2,1)}.

Lemma 2.2. Let m>4. Assume that ^(xq,-), i e A, ^-(jco,-),(i,j)el are

linearly independent and L(x,£) is real diagonalizable for every (x, £),x near xq.

Then there is a smooth S(x) defined near xo such that with

S(x)-lLM)S(x) = (ij(x,Z))

one can express <ffi(x,£),3 < p < q as

near xq

C%(x)i){x,£)

Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 2.1, we take iAat(£)>1 < k < I so that

<f>](xQ,-),i e A, (f>j(xo,-),{i,j) G I, ^k{')->I <k <l form a basis of the space of

linear forms in £,.Then one can express </>^(x,･), p < q as

(2.3) /(*,-)+

(',y)e/

Cj/(x)#(*,.) +
E

k=＼

Dk(x)M-)

with smooth C^{(x), D/C(x). We apply the same arguments as in the proof of

Lemma 2.1 to (w ―2) x {m ―2) submatrix consisting of the last m ―2 rows and

columns of L(x, £).To do so we firstshow that for p > 3 we have <^+1(x,£)= 0

if

(2.4)

Set

#(*,o=#iW), ^>,o=o (U)e/

J(x,Z) = {i＼3< i < mj ^ p,i ^ p + IJUx^) = <f>P(x,Q}
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and denote by i(x,£) the multiplicity of the eigenvalue 0 of

171

Assume that £satisfies(2.4). Then it is obvious that 0 is an eigenvalue of L(x, E) -

$P(x,£)I with multiplicity $J(x, £) + i(x, £) + 2. By the diagonalizability, every

(m - jj/(x,0 - i(x,Q - l)-th minor of L(x,0 ― <f>p{x,£)Iis zero.

If i(x, Q ― 0 then take (m ― $J(x,£) ― l)-th minor obtained removing the

i-th rows and columns for ieJ(x,£) and (p + l)-th row and p-tfo column,

which is

Ci(*>0
n

i$J(x,£),i?p,iitp+l

(ti(x,Z)-tf(x,Z))detF(x,Z)

up to the sign. Since this should be zero we get (j)p+l{x,£)= 0 if (2.4) is verified.

If i(x, £) = 1 then some entry of F(x, E) is different from zero. We now take

(m ―§J(x, 0 ―2)-th minor obtained removing the same rows and columns in

the case i(x, £) = 0 and one more row and column (the first or the second) so

that a non zero entry of F(x, £) consists in the minor. Then the minor is, up to

the sign

#h(*>0
n

ieJ{x,£),i^p,i^p+＼

{<t>＼{x,£)-fp(x,£)) x (non zero entry of F).

This shows again </>p+l(x,£)= 0 if £ verifies (2.4). Finally if i(x,£) = 2 then take

(m ―$J(x, Q - 3)-th minor obtained removing the same rows and columns as in

the first case and two more (the first and the second) rows and columns. The

minor is, up to the sign

rt+iM) n (#>, 0-#(*,£))

and hence one obtains <jf+l(x,£)=0 for £ verifying (2.4). These prove the

assertion. In particular this shows that Cp'+li(x)= 0 unless i = p or i = p+l,

Dk(x)=O, ＼<k<l and Cppp+lp{x)= -C^+l(x). Then we apply the same

arguments as in the proof of Lemma 2.1 to lower (m ―2) x {m ―2) submatrix of

L. Remarking that TJj(c), 3 < p < q leaves the principal 2x2 submatrix

invariant, the rest of the proof is a repetition of Lemma 2.1. ■
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3. Proof of Theorem

Let m > 3 and we work near xo. We divide the casesinto two:

(1) dimspan{^'(x0,･)I* > j} = m(m + 1)/^ - m

(2) dim span {</>j(xo,･)＼i> j} = m{m + l)/2 ―m ― 1

We firststudy the case (1). Since dimspan{^J(x0, ■),-･･̂w(xo, ･)} ^ m ~ 1

we may suppose that ^f(xo, ･)≫･･･ ^m(xo, ･) are linearlyindependent considering

N~lL(x,£)N with suitable constant matrix TV if necessary. From Lemma 2.1 there

exists a smooth T(x), defined near xq such that with

T{x)-lL(x,Z)T(x) = $(x,Z))

one can express </>%(x,£),2 < p < q as

(3.i) #(*,o = ££#(*)#(*, o

near xq. In what follows we drop the sign tilde.As sketched in Introduction,

from Theorems 3.4 and 4.1 in [2],for every fixed jc, there is a S(x) such that

S(x)~lL(x,£)S(x) is symmetric for every £.Let us set

(3.2) H(x) = S{xYS(x)

then it is easy to see

(3.3) L(x^)H(x)=H(x)'L(x^).

We show that there is a H(x) which is positive definite,smooth near xq and

verifies(3.3) so that to prove Theorem 1.1 it is enough to take S(x) ―{H(x)) ' .

Let us write

＼H2i H22)

where H22 is the (m ―1) x (m ―1) matrix consisting of the last m ― 1 rows and

columns of H. We also write

L =
＼L2]

where the blocking corresponds to that of H(x). The equation (3.3)yields

(3.4)
f h＼L2l + L22H2l = (f>＼H2X+ H22lLl2
＼

L2lHl2 + L22H22 = H2{ 'L2l + H22'L22
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Take £= £(x)so that L2＼(x,£)= 0. Then the second equation of (3.4) becomes

(3.5) L22(x^)H22(x)

Take now £= £(x) such that (f>j{x,£)

equation (3.5) will be

(3.6) hj{xM

= H22(xYL22(x^).

= 0 for / > j then in virtue of (3.1), the

(x,O-#(*,O) = 0, ij>2

where we have denoted H(x) = (hj(x)). Since </>l(x,-),i = 2, ...,m are linearly

independent near x0 one can take £ = £(x) so that $(x, £) - <f>j(x,0 ^ 0 if / ^ j,

i,j > 2 and this shows that hj(x) = 0 if / ^ _/,/,y > 2, that is //22W is diagonal.

We now observe the last row of (3.5). It yields

(3.7) ff(x,Z)hii(x)=hZ(x)4!nM),

Since no ^'"(x0,-),i = 2,...,m is zero, writing

there is k(i) such that

(3.7) it follows that

*?M) =

and hence we have

n
£

k=＼

I

C£(*)&

2 m

C$,Jxq) ^ 0 and hence Cj£,Jx) ^ 0 near xq. Thus from

CU{l)^)hn^) = C^ixMx)

hUx) mk{i)
(*)

hm(x) Cm (x)

which shows that the left-handsideis smooth near xq. Then we conclude that

H2i{x) is diagonal and H^iix)jh^ix) is smooth near xo. Note that

(3.8) h"(xo) > 0

because H(xo) is positive definite.Dividing H(x) by h (x) and we denote it by

H(x). Note that (3.3) stillholds and hence (3.4) does. Moreover by (3.8) H(x) is

positive definite.The firstequation of (3.4) is

(3.9) h＼L2l + {L21-(l>＼)H2i=H22tLx2

We take £ so that </>j(x,£)=0, i > j then the equation is reduced to

(3.10) M(xr)-t＼(x,-))hi{x)=hj{x)4}M, y = 2,...,m
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If there is j such that <f>j(xo,･) ― <f>＼Oo, ■)= 0 then #(x0, ■)- ${{xo, ･) is not zero

for i>2, i＼=j. This shows that h＼(x) is smooth for i>2, i =£j by (3.10).

Fixing i,i > 2, i ^ j, we study the (?,l)-th and (/,j)-th entriesin (3.3). Then we

get

(3.11)

(3.12)

t＼{x

4>[{x

k>2,k^j

tiM)h *(x)+t}(x,Z)hi{x)

hi(x)t{{x,Z)+hj(x)4}(x,Z)

Z)hJ(x) + <f>Ux,£)hUx) = h[(x)ti{x, 0 + hl(x)ti(x, £)

Since hj{x) (j > 2) is

conclude that hj(x) is

smooth and ^{(xo,-)is not zero then from (3.12) we

smooth near xq. Since hj(x) = h{(x) and h＼(x),k > 2,

k ^ j are smooth, we then conclude from (3.11) that h＼{x) is also smooth near

xq. This proves that H(x) is smooth near xq. Since H(xo) is positive definite we

get the assertion. When <f>＼(xo, ･) - ^{ (x0, ･) ^ 0, i = 2,..., m the proof is an easier

repetition.

We next study the case (2). Since d(L(xo, ･)) = m(m + l)/2 ― 1 we may

assume that ^'(x0, ･), 1 < ? < m, ^j(x0, ･)≫ (^ J) eI, / = {(^≫ I * > 7>(',J) *

(2,1)} are linearly independent, considering N~lL(x,£)N with a suitable constant

matrix N if necessary. We now apply Lemma 2.2 to conclude that there is a

smooth T(x) such that with

T(x)-lL(x,£)T(x)

one can express ^(x, £),3 < p < q as

(3.13) #(*,･) =
E

(',7)6/

= (#(*,£))

Cpj(x)iUx,-)

near xo. In what follows we drop the sign tildeand let H(x) be as before. Let us

write

H(x)
(Hn

＼H21 H22 ffii= U hi)

where //22M is the (m ―2) x (m ―2) matrix consisting of the last m ―2 rows

and columns of H. Denote

£(*,£)=
( 1.11

L22

)



*＼

3 m

suchHere we remark that

*i

there is £°

-4

frt

m ―
fh^hm (J,m Ai2＼hm rh2hm1 ^2"2 VTm ~ <P2)n2 ~ (P＼n＼

4＼h＼

/

that

)(S)-(£)

)

16) and (3.17

that

)(H-
det J

We prove the assertionby contradiction.

for every £ with tf>j(xo,£)=0, (ij)el.

(j > 3) are not zero it is clear that one

Since (^-^)(x0,-), (#-^)(*o,-)

(*o,0 = 0

4

Suppose

<H*
H*0

*s -*＼
(

,2

has either

4}(xo,£°) = 0 (ij)el, det
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where the blocking corresponds to that of H. From (3.3) one has

(3.14) Li＼H＼2+ L22H22 ― H21 ^21 + H22lL22

(3.15) L21H11 + L22H21 ―H2＼lL＼＼+ H22lL＼2-

By choosing £ so that <f>j(x,£)= 0, (ij) el, if m > 4 then thanks to (3.13) the

same arguments as before show that H2i{x) is diagonal. Observing again the last

row of (3.15), we see that H22(x)/h (x) is smooth near xo. If m ― 3 this is

obvious. We divide H(x) by h%(x) and denote it by H(x). Note that H(xq) is

positive definite.Take ^ again so that

#(*,£) = 0 (*＼7)e/.

Then (3.15)is writtenas

(3.16) L22H2l - H2i'Ln = Hn'Ln = {g})

because L2＼(x, £) = 0. Note that £22^21

(3.17)

/

＼

It follows from (3

(3.18)
M-

(*3 -*＼

*＼

Hji'Lu is

)h＼- j>m y＼

( -tl)h

fall

$M
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(3.19)

or

(3.20)
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I *1 (*0

0

a

-*i)(*o,o

£)= a(^-^22)(.xo,£)

0=W-W)(*o,0

for £,with </>j(xo,£)= 0, (/,_/)e I where a,/? are constants such that a/? = 1. On

the other hand recall that one can write

Now supposing, say (3.19),we get

<fi{xo,£) =

Cjtjixo,-)

(i,Del

But this is impossible because </>j(xo,■),(i,j) el, $(jco, ■),1 < i < m are linearly

independent and ft ^ 0. This proves the assertion. Then from (3.18) we see that

h{{x), h]2{x) (j > 3) are smooth near xo. We finally study Hu(x). We consider

the (l,2)-th entry of the equation (3.3). Then

(3.21) (W
k=3

M-
m

£

A:=3

^2 g＼

We next take (3, l)-th and (3,2)-th entries of the equation. These are

(3.22)

{
4>＼h＼ +

M＼ +

H>2n＼ - 2^k=l

<l>2h2 = L*=l

Then (3.21) and (3.22) give

(3.23)

( -*＼

0

*5

o

4

*＼

tl U2 = U

Note that the right-handsideis known to be smooth. Since the determinant of

the coefficientmatrix of the equation (3.23)is:

d(x,Z)=* foi^-^D + WDVl-to3)2^
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and (t>＼(xo,-),4>＼{xo,-),(J>＼(xq,-),<f>l(xo,-)are linearly independent, it is clear that

there is £°such that d(xo^°) # 0. This proves that h＼{x), hjix), h＼{x) are smooth

near xo, that is H(x) is smooth near x0 and hence the assertion.

We turn to the case m = 2. In this case the existence of symmetrizer S(x)

for each fixed x follows from [7]. Taking Remark 2.1 into account the proof is

a repetition of the arguments proving the smoothness of H22(x)/h (x) in the

case (1). ■
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